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ABSTRACT 
 

Heterogeneous data is a dataset with various types including data type and data source. Classification of 
heterogeneous data is still becoming a discussion in research in the field of intelligence artificial especially 
in learning classification. Based on data and machine development classification, then study this still relevant 
done. Machine classification that is still trending now is a hybrid engine known as the collaboration technique 
such as a fuzzy technique and neural network. The aim of this review paper is to find opportunity research 
on hybrid machine learning that perform classification on heterogeneous data with multi-class targets. There 
are several challenges on heterogeneous data such as 1)determining algorithm normalization and text 
processing as Step beginning from the input layer, 2) function formation variable linguistics for every case 
allow existence opportunity study for linguistic processes, 3) A membership function algorithm that can adapt 
of the dataset used can as opportunity research, 4) finding method shaper fuzzy rule as machine inference 
from a neural network, 5) Process structure of every task, 6) performance like efficiency memory for 
processing ( management memory ), complexity (process time), and validation architecture (accuracy, 
precision, recall, f-measure, specification, true prediction, false prediction). The result of the research 
obtained is the existence opportunity for improving or developing a hybrid classification machine that can 
handle heterogeneous data with multi-class targets. 

Keywords: Feature, Classification, Heterogenous Data, Fuzzy, Neural Network 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Following the studies about heterogeneous data, 
many concepts about fuzzy are proposed to handle 
the data. The data if looking at the variance, show 
many distributions and structures. In the knowledge 
concepts, the data can separate into three kinds such 
as unstructured data, structured data, and hybrid data. 
If looking at the property of data, data consists of the 
field and the value of the field. The value of field data 
is the definition of the attribute to know the range and 
boundary of data. If the field or attribute consisted of 
various types of data, it can call as heterogenous or 
multimodal data. 

 

Heterogenous data, if reviewed from 
progress until 2018 has been showing definition 
toward multi-source. Heterogenous this can be said 
as multi-type data or multi-source data. 
Heterogenous data is termed as variation data types 
and formats. Heterogenous data is often found in 
ambiguity, missing value, data redundancy, and not 
in accordance with fact. This is very difficult when 
want to integrate to Fulfill your desired goal. 
Miscellaneous heterogenous according to draft 
diversity data usage is as follows ) heterogeneity by 
concept ( conceptual heterogeneity ) or more known 
term heterogeneity semantics or logical mismatch, 
log Thing difference in modeling but the same for 
the interest domain; 2) heterogeneity by 
terminology, heterogeneity occurs because variation 
naming when refers to a same entity but originated 
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from different data sources ;  3) heterogeneity by 
semiotic (semiotic heterogeneity) or more known 
with heterogeneity pragmatic, this occur because 
interpretation something entity from someone [1]. 
 

The development of the classification 
process on heterogeneous data for algorithm 
classifier development Becomes toward machine 
classification intelligent hybrids. Machine 
classification intelligence is the machine that 
delivers appropriate dataset classification with its 
class label. Development of machine classification 
this already started since the existence of machines 
is helpful learning for analyzing a lot of data. Any 
assisted classification process with machine learning 
always involves datasets. Diverse machine learning 
is used for getting high performance on results 
dataset analysis. The data types in the dataset make 
source trigger Becomes found machine learning 
new. Development of machine classifiers like SVM, 
random forest, naive Bayes classifier, neural 
network multi-layer perceptron, decision tree, and 
machine other push analysis prediction against the 
dataset becomes more accurate with actual data. 
Machine classification intelligent hybrid started 
introduced in 1992 by PK Simpson with the use of 
merging technique fuzzy and neural network for 
complete problem classification with the technique 
fuzzy hyperbox. Hyperbox alone is a form-defined 
n-dimensional box with a score maximum and 
minimum for score function membership [2]. 
 

Using machine hybrid as a classification 
has two excellences. First, excellence is the use 
fuzzy rule-based system as an assistant for handling 
uncertainty and problems non-linear. Second, is the 
use of neural networks as part of the learning process 
of system rule fuzzy. Neural networks improve the 
fuzzy rule learning process from the data so that no 
need for knowledge external from experts during the 
learning process. The hybrid model, a combination 
of intelligence artificial and logic fuzzy, is a 
successful model for handling various of type 
problems [3]. 
 

The use of hybrid models has been tested 
on prediction increase price shares in Germany. 
Hybrid models can predict price share as well as 
predict the rise and fall of index stock on the day 
next. Hybrid models analyze chart development 
price sell buy stock. The results obtained are 
accurate with a number of determined factors like 
two, three, five, and ten factors. Hybrid models with 
the name hybrid neural fuzzy inference system 
(HyFis) have to get accuracy for whole indicator = 

28%, two-factor indicator = 74.03 %, three factor = 
76.24%, five factors = 73.48%, and 10 factors = 
72.37% [4]. 
 

Machine evolving classification _ from the 
fuzzy set, which is based on from theory logic firm. 
The proposed fuzzy set Lotfi A Zadeh gives room to 
study control and linguistics [5]. Approach solving 
classification helped with the definition of 
linguistics from the problem studied. All machine 
classification that has been submitted ends up getting 
something result with high accuracy from the 
problem studied. Study how many the classification 
formed with the type-2 TSK fuzzy logic system. 
Classification involves _ results like a lot of 
attributes formed, number class, as well comparison 
technique classification with FCM, Subtractive, 
SVM, KNN, and Naive Bayes. Every amount 
classification formed, then as much that is also the 
fuzzy rule that is formed. Algorithm performance 
hybrid proposed learning gives excellent and stable 
performance with results in a lot of classes formed 
on datasets such as IRIS datasets with three 
classifications, wine dataset with three 
classifications, and breast cancer dataset with two 
classification type breast cancer. The accuracy 
obtained for the classification class and many 
attributes reached 88.33% [6]. 
 

Study about neural network classifier that 
can adapt classification text and compare with kind 
of classifier. This thing becomes very important in 
how to do exploitation and extraction of the data that 
has been collected. more again if data is in form text 
how to make classification text with topics certain 
but with ways efficient? Experimental results 
obtained _ with existing dataset simulation obtained 
94% accuracy for the Reuters-21578 dataset and 
95% for 20 newsgroup datasets [2]. 
 

Study machine classification for 
heterogenous data on a neural network (ANN) with 
mixing algorithm genetics so that is called 
heterogeneous neural network (HNN). The results 
obtained are calculated for every variable from 
observed documents to create a model of neurons 
that can accept heterogeneous input with make 
function similarity between the input and the 
weights. This model could process score mixture 
continuous, and discrete. HNN used is an algorithm 
developed for genetics. Results obtained classify 
missing values from each dataset used to 
experiment. The diabetic Pima dataset with amount 
attribute eight and target class is two class produce 
missing value by 10.6% [7]. 
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A study about hybrid data fusion with the 

use of Dempster–Shafer and ANFIS (DSANFI), 
obtained results accuracy of 91.50% compared fuzzy 
technique of 88.3% for problem classification 
content restricted information. Ascension score 
accuracy on _ every machine based on existing 
changes or modifications from the existing machine. 
Merger techniques fuzzy and neural networks, 
techniques Dempster-Shafer and ANFIS, and form 
others allow can get high accuracy [8]. 
 

Research that explains the use of ANFIS for 
analysis subjectivity. Destination research 
conducted is repair performance from algorithm 
hybrid for problem classification. Samir uses ANFIS 
for making variable linguistics. Linguistics variable 
from Fuzzy Becomes the input block as a score 
vector for processing on a Multilayer Artificial 
Neural Network (MANN). The result gives an 
accuracy of 92.16% for the supervised model use 
feature free in five languages in classification 
expression objective and subjective [8]. 
 

Study brain tumors to do tumor 
classification by utilizing machine hybrid structure 
descriptors and fuzzy logic based on radial basis 
function (RBF) with kernel support vector machine 
(SVM). The classification used _ like Meningiomas, 
Metastasis, Gliomas grade II, Gliomas grade III. 
Classification results with instances totaling 357 
then Accuracy obtained were, class 1 (Meningioma) 
tumor type = 98.6%, class 2 (Metastasis) was 
99.29%, class 3 (Gliomas grade II) was 97.87%, and 
class 4 (Gliomas grade III) was 98.6% [9]. 
 

Study big data and heterogenous data for 
accidents then traffic and mobility humans in Japan, 
who have successfully collected. Research this 
researched about how mobility man impact on 
accidents then cross. Study this conducted with the 
use of architecture deep for extracting features from 
mobility data from humans and carrying out the 
training process thoroughly to simulate risk 
accidents and then cross in scale large and real-time 
data. The result issued from the simulation is 
commemorated since early accidents then crosses 
with give advice for the choice of a safe path. 
Measurement results in this use MAE, MRE, and 
RMSE with score mean absolute error (MAE) = 
0.96, mean relative error (MRE) = 0.39, and root-
mean-square error (RMSE) = 1.00 [10]. 
 

Exposure to study classification using fuzzy 
models and neural networks until 2019 still have the 

opportunity for various uses. Opportunity-related 
development machines, process addiction with 
preprocessing, as well as applications still can do. 
Emphasis on aspects paper review this is found 
opportunity research on problems development 
algorithm classification with based on a hybrid 
model. This thing can be noticed because a number 
of the opportunity as ingredient research that can be 
delivered as follows: 1) determine algorithm 
normalization and text processing as Step beginning 
from the input layer, 2) function formation variable 
linguistics for every case allow existence 
opportunity study for linguistic processes, 3) 
Algorithm membership function that can adapt of the 
dataset used can as opportunity research, 4) 
Opportunity study for find method shaper rule fuzzy 
as machine inference from something neural 
network, 5) Process structure of every task 
performed, both on fuzzy and neural networks can 
Become opportunity in research, 6) performance like 
efficiency room for processing ( management 
memory ), complexity ( time process), and validation 
architecture ( accuracy, precision, recall, f-measure 
specification, true prediction, false prediction ). With 
thereby results presentations and paper reviews 
carried out still allow did study in the machine area 
hybrid classification. 

 
2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Many studies recorded the heterogeneous 
Frequent problems investigated in heterogeneous 
data areas are the unification of the value of the data. 
So that need there is a proper representation for could 
be processed by classification. Data representation 
for problem heterogeneous data can described in four 
stages. The stages are as follows: 

 What different data types and formats of 
different sources? 

 What is the representation with the term 
“unified representation”? This category of 
heterogenous data must be put together more 
formerly by converting individual attributes 
becomes information using the terminology 
“what-when-where”. 

 How to reorganize the data such as shown with 
spatial grid on attributes thematic. Data like 
this must be aggregated to provide something 
data visualization and provide facility for to do 
queries. 

 How heterogeneous data can be served by the 
whole by using the right operators. 
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3. RELATED RESEARCH 
3.1 Heterogenous Data 

Heterogenous data is another term for 
multi-type or multi-source data. The introduction to 
this term is to easily mention gathering data types for 
example real, integer, string text, and boolean in a 
dataset. Along with the development study here is an 
expansion definition of heterogeneous. start from 
only gathering real, integer, and string text and 
Boolean becomes gathering data values like 
knowledge from an expert about certain domains, 
textual descriptions, images, and sounds so that not 
only raw data.[2] 
 

The use of various types of algorithms for 
heterogeneous data can see in Table I. 

Table 1: Hybrid Algorithms On Heterogenous Data. 

Author Data Method 
[1] Heterogenous data, no 

complete, complex, and 
dynamic 

Deep learning 

[3] Coronary artery 
disease (CAD) 

k-NN, SVM 

[4] Data fusion, 
Heterogenous 
information, 

Information fusion 

Dempster – 
Shafer and 

adaptive neuro-
fuzzy inference 

[5] Heterogenous Data Fuzzy – Rough 
set 

[6] Hetergogenous Data, 
(ordinal, nominal, 

integer, continuous, and 
fuzzy) 

ANN and 
Genetic 

Algorithm 

[7] Information 
Heterogenous. Deep 
Relational Features, 

Heterogenous 
Dependencies 

Convolution-
Based Deep 
Relational 

Feature 
Earning 

[8] Medical Records Deep Learning 
Feature 

Selection (ANN 
and SVM) 

 
Mention another for heterogenous data is data 

fusion. In the processing area image and system 
intelligence, data mining and data fusion are subject 
important. data fusion used by large for availability 
source and context from various areas. data fusion is 
combined of sensor data, image data, and 
information. Term fusion alone is a classification 
process for sensor data, image data, and information. 
With thereby data fusion usage identical with term 
heterogenous data that is carried out by the 
classification process [4] . 

 

Study in field supporter decision about use 
heterogeneous data with various type data source. 
Data presented is follow the research, that 
heterogeneous data is defined as multi-type data [5]. 
Combining ordinal, nominal, continuous, and 
integer for helps in making supporter decisions by a 
group like Fig.1. Processing with the use of fuzzy 
can conduct get results with problem uncertainty [6] 
. Several things that can made problem is sourced 
from different data, unification data representation, 
data aggregation from spatial data into data 
something attributes thematic, determining proper 
learning _ for results unification and aggregation, 
obtaining conclusion learning about classification 
from heterogeneous the data. Solution classification 
on multi-document with representation vector of 
features, title feature, sentence length, proper noun, 
thematic word, and term weight use ANFIS with 
classification high or not high-quality summary. An 
illustration of heterogenous format can see in Fig.1. 
Illustration other ie in Fig.2 taken from the UCI 
dataset, describing examples of heterogeneous data. 
 

 
Figure 1: Illustration Heterogenous Data From Various 
Type Source that is Multi-Source and Multidimensional 

[10] 

 
Figure 2: Illustration heterogenous dataset home-credit 

 
3.2 Machine Learning for Data Classification 

In 1993 it was proposed method hybrid this 
is known with name ANFIS (adaptive-network-
based fuzzy inference system). ANFIS developed 
with use merging method fuzzy and method neural 
network [11]. Study about utilization machine 
hybrid (fuzzy and neural network) continues until 
repair or utilization method hybrid for problems 
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other especially classification. Use method fuzzy 
min-max neural network for classification and 
clustering introduced by Bogdan Gabriels. Proposed 
method _ for solution irrigation system distribution 
that is hybrid clustering classification. Utilization of 
this method is a cluster and a classification without 
training data from early. So that result could have 
level high accuracy[12]. Model fixes for problem 
classification with method hybrid is repair 
neuromodel structure fuzzy with consider 
simplification rule fuzzy and constraint 
enhancement speed rule with inputs. Study repair 
performance from research conducted by PK 
Simpson [13] . Terminology classification is how 
classify data to class already determined. Formation 
class alone starts from the data already labeled. 
Various study the related classification with method 
hybrid this already can solved with good accuracy. 
Various research on object study like text 
summarization [9] , feature selection [14] - [15] , and 
electric production [16] leads to understanding about 
classification. 
 

The development method proposed hybrid about 
analysis subjectivity that is repair structure hybrid 
Becomes combined fuzzy, ANFIS, and hidden 
Markov model. Repairs made is in trouble extraction 
feature with repair accuracy generated in research in 
2013 [17] Explanation about architectural models 
neuro growing fuzzy. Model of Cooperative Neuro-
Fuzzy Systems in fig.3, the technique used with 
customize and match technique inference fuzzy with 
use algorithm learning from neural network. Several 
methods performed algorithm namely: a) 
cooperative neuro-fuzzy systems for adjusting the 
membership function. Type this is the output (result) 
of processing Neural Network connected with 
system fuzzy, process on neural network is train data 
for get amount fuzzy value; b) cooperative neuro-
fuzzy systems for extracting fuzzy rules from 
training data. Type this do the process the first time 
that is with learn defined rules, next _ is implement 
rule on the fuzzy system. Information previously 
given to fuzzy system to be processed; c) 
cooperative neuro-fuzzy systems for regularly 
updating the fuzzy system structure. Type this 
perform the matching process against the specified 
parameters that is with apply fuzzy system by 
straight away. Bait come back results from system 
fuzzy really needed on the structure this; d) 
cooperative neuro-fuzzy systems for identifying the 
weighted fuzzy rules. On processing type fourth this 
is method learning with use matching important rule 
_ in system fuzzy. Every generated rule system fuzzy 
given weight in accordance level interest rules. 

 
Neural Networks Driven Fuzzy Reasoning on 

Fig. 4, architecture from method this divided on 
three part namely : divide inference rules , identify 
part from if (determination function membership), 
and identification part then (determination amount 
control from every rules ) [18] . 

 

Figure 3: Architecture General Cooperative Neuro-Fuzzy 
System [18] 

 
Figure 4: Architecture Neural Networks – Driven Fuzzy 

Reasoning [18] 

 
Hybrid Neural Networks Based Systems on Fig. 

5, Method this implement system hybrid - nya with 
form structure parallel. System fuzzy and neural 
network work by synchronous. Synchronization 
process can be seen from something results parallel 
from existing fuzzy system _ in structure NN. 
System Fuzzy can be a sub block of Layers that exist 
in neural network. Method this developed return 
Becomes two methods namely: Adaptive-Network-
Based and Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). 

 

Figure 5: ANFIS Model with Five Layers [18] 
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4. SELECTED STUDY 
4.1 Multilayer Adaptive Neural Network 

(MANN) 
Research conducted on ANFIS combined 

with meta-heuristic techniques (Bee Algorithm ) 
provides the dominant technique aimed at difficult 
problems in business areas. ANFIS ( Adaptive 
Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System ) is an efficient 
combination for research problems that are non-
linear , complex, and dynamic systems . ANFIS The 
system in fig.6 can estimate the production of each 
factory with a number of defined rules. In ANFIS the 
number of rules defined and parameters matched 
results in the process increasing exponentially when 
there are too many input nodes. Referring to the case 
that occurred, the ANFIS modeling combined with 
the bee algorithm was cut to search for a 
classification match. The results shown in the study 
with a combination of ANFIS and the bee algorithm 
showed a smaller error than the ANFIS . model [19] 
. 

 
Figure 6: MANN Structure in ANFIS [20] 

 

4.2 Multiclass Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Classifier 
(MC-NFC) 

The fuzzy system has the ability to handle 
uncertain and imprecise information, but cannot 
update and fine-tune fuzzy parameters 
automatically. Research on image classification 
conducted by [21], proves that there is an increase in 
accuracy in image interpretation . This study uses the 
Sugeno . model Fuzzy Inference System (SFIS) 
where the consequence of the given result is 
constant. This SFIS is known as the "zero-order 
Sugeno type". A simple architecture depicting a 
neuro-fuzzy procedure in Fig. 7. The improvement 
offered in this research is the provision of new 
features for the input classifier . This study proposes 
a method, starting by using many features, and then 
reducing the number by using a variable dimension 
reduction technique. This alternative solution saves 
a lot of time for classifier development. The 
proposed method uses multiple error patterns, but 
can detect all possible real patterns for the error in 

question. Development of Multiclass Adaptive 
Neuro-Fuzzy Classifier (MC-NFC) with 
discrimination between five different errors in PVA 
. The Neuro-Fuzzy Architecture used in the MC-
NFC research can be seen in Fig. 7 [21] . 

 
Hybrid Structure Descriptor and Fuzzy Logic 

based SVM, details information with use property 
like level gray, texture, and color with use hybrid 
technique that is Hybrid structure descriptor and 
Fuzzy logic, and RBF kernel SVM explain that 
classification for picture can conducted for get 
details information. Study this offer method that can 
clarify that. Method the explained with Suite step as 
follows. The first process is the segmentation 
process. Segmentation process that is to do feature 
extraction from every region with hybrid structure 
descriptors. Stages end of this process is 
classification picture Becomes four class difference 
between tumor and training done by Fuzzy kernel 
based support vector machine [22] . 

 

 

Figure 7: Multiclass Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Classifier 
(MC-NFC) architecture for image classification [21] 

 
4.3 Self-Constructing Neural Fuzzy Inference 

Network (SONFIN) 
Hybrid-Neuro-Fuzzy System and Adaboost -

Classifier on Fig. 8, development technique hybrid 
classification has trigger existence repair in Thing 
class. Joseph explained algorithm adaboost 
Classifiers. adaboost classifier is a classifier 
combined from many weak classifiers (such as linear 
classifier). Every classifier works classification only 
on vector one dimensions for inputs. That thing 
known with weak classifiers. Structure this named 
self-constructing neural fuzzy inference network 
(SONFIN) with divided on six layers. Structure this 
made alone without follow structure fuzzy and 
neural existing networks. While the dataset used in 
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the research this is IRIS dataset, WISCONSIN 
dataset, and CSMU dataset [23] . 
 

 
Figure 8: Hybrid-neuro-fuzzy system architecture and 

Adaboost - classifier SONFIN classifier [23]. 

4.4 Algorithm Axiomatic Fuzzy Set NN 
(AFSNN) 

AFS can provide a more rational mechanism for 
generating membership functions. Therefore, it was 
inspired by the weaknesses and strengths of the 
previous method related to the method based on the 
theory of axiomatic fuzzy set (AFS) , neural network 
random weight (NNRW), and neuro-fuzzy . AFSNN 
Algorithm on Fig . 8 which integrates AFS theory 
with NNRW to reduce the complexity of the 
previous classification based AFS in selecting 
complex concepts and providing classification 
results with several improved interpretations. 
Improvements include the following aspects 1) A 
simple concept coherence membership function is 
inserted into a hidden node, and a hidden layer that 
maps the original data into a feature space that 
describes data with complex concepts in AFS theory. 
2) The selection between attributes, simple concepts, 
and complex concepts is determined randomly at the 
beginning , assigning random input weights in 
NNRW . This practice significantly reduces the 
complexity of selecting complex concepts to 
describe the sample. 3) With the help of Moore-
Penrose inverse generalization computation, it is 
possible to directly evaluate the feasibility of 
complex concepts for each class with output weights 
instead of optimizing the membership level of these 
complex concepts. 4) Benefiting from the 
characteristics of AFS theory in knowledge 
discovery, NNRW overcomes the black box 
phenomenon and makes classification results that 
can be interpreted logically semantics [24] . 
 

 
Figure 9: Structure of Axiomatic Fuzzy set NN (AFSNN) 

[24] 

 
Research conducted on this AFSNN, using 

Nemenyi test. Nemenyi test describe fuzzy more 
conducive for find knowledge that has implications 
for the original dataset. The two parameters and L 
are used as consideration in classification. On 
experiment L value is more sensitive. So that 
probability on the AFSNN model is improvement in 
the determination of L. L is the size of room 
generation relation Among attribute , while is _ 
function control from score range wide from weight 
[24] . In Fig.10, Fig.11, and in Fig.12 it is algorithm 
AFSNN. 

4.5 Fuzzy Min-Max (FMM) Neural Network 
Method fuzzy min max (FMM) neural network 

for classification, FMM neural network 
classification, create definition class with use 
approach supervised learning. Meanwhile, FMM 
itself for processing membership function which is 
degrees feature from hyperbox. Function this for 
find proximity hyperbox area with investigated 
instance. _ Steps offered FMM for classification are: 
1) Expansion Criteria, namely the expansion process 
from the given input for determine class and grade 
maximum from membership functions. 2) Overlap 
Test, process for determine the overlap area between 
two classes with different hyperbox classes.  
Overlapping areas with class similar to hyperbox 
could allowed. 3) Contraction Test, process for 
telling you that limit different class on everlap 
process hyperbox no could defined with right. 4) 
Adaptive Expansion Algorithm, Algorithm this 
carry method new for expansion of hyperbox area on 
FMM neural network for pattern classification. 
Expansion made _ is with added pattern input on the 
same class in hyperbox. identifier for expansion use 
variable AREA_HB with 0 AREA_HB with 1. 
AREA_HB is defined as maximum area coverage 
from something hyperbox like Fig.13. Study this 
produce classification against the iris dataset. 
Approach method this is use score created limit in 
form hyperbox [25] . 
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Figure 10: AFSNN Algorithm [24] 

 
Figure 11: Fuzzy Algorithm for describe every class [24] 

 
Figure 12: Algorithm Classification sample with AFSNN 

Classifier 

 
Figure 13: Hyperbox format [25] 

 
Expansion models for FMM this is when new 

input pattern entered, with specified class, then the 
class must enter in hyperbox which has class and 
grade the same membership. Expansion this no 
could exceed size hyperbox. Rule expansion this 
shown in formula ∑ max w , a −

min v , a  ≤ nθ, and changes the min and max 

values with v = min v , a and w =

min w , a . Advantages FMM created on this 
research compared FMM first andrepair problem 
accuracy for reduce amount error at time 
classification. Then reduce complex structure at 
minimum value in hyperbox area with sample 
minimum training. The result of study allow 
existence repair for problem minimum coverage on 
hyperbox. Adapt this model taken from study [12] , 
then conducted manipulation algorithm by [25] . The 
deficiency of this model is a process that is carried 
out not yet use text area problem classification, so 
that proof accuracy that reaches 100% still doubtful 
in Thing result. As comparison use method hybrid, 
some a hybrid method on the problem heterogenous 
can show in table II. 
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Figure 10: AFSNN Algorithm [24] 

 

 

Figure 11: Fuzzy Algorithm for describe every class [24] 

 

 
Figure 12: Algorithm Classification sample with AFSNN 

Classifier 

 

 

Figure 13: Hyperbox Format [25] 

 

Expansion models for FMM this is when new 
input pattern entered, with specified class, then the 
class must enter in hyperbox which has class and 
grade the same membership. Expansion this no 
could exceed size hyperbox. Rule expansion this 
shown in formula ∑ max w , a −

min v , a  ≤ nθ, and changes the min and max 

values with v = min v , a and w =

min w , a . Advantages FMM created on this 
research compared FMM first andrepair problem 
accuracy for reduce amount error at time 
classification. Then reduce complex structure at 
minimum value in hyperbox area with sample 
minimum training. The result of study allow 
existence repair for problem minimum coverage on 
hyperbox. Adapt this model taken from study [12] , 
then conducted manipulation algorithm by [25] . The 
deficiency of this model is a process that is carried 
out not yet use text area problem classification, so 
that proof accuracy that reaches 100% still doubtful 
in Thing result. As comparison use method hybrid, 
some a hybrid method on the problem heterogenous 
can show in table II. Table II is placed by the end of 
the paper. 
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The algorithm for making conversion score 
assertive to score fuzzy. Stages this done after 
receive input in the form of features that have been 
found at the input layer stage. In stages this be 
delivered is method for defining specified 
membership function from analysis features at the 
input layer stage. Stages this also finds linguistic 
variables for made score membership function on 
input layer and fuzzy layer [18] [37]. 

 
Function model Gaussian for finding score 

memberships. The proposed equation is as following: 

 (1) 
 

Index i state many formed feature and j is 
membership variable linguistics from feature input. 
The statement x i is the input feature , x is the 
average, and σ is the standard deviation of the 
cluster j on the feature i [37]. Proposed function _ for 
determine membership function can also use curve 
bell , with equality as following [18] : 

   (2) 
 
A (x ) is the linguistic label on the function node, x 
is the node for the input layer. 

 
Identify the hidden layer model for product layer 

and normalization Layers. At stage part product 
layer which is the place keep fuzzy rules. In stages 
this for determine rule can use function proposed by 
[ 15] . That every feature input supposes where A = 
{x1, x2, …, x3} and a set of class C = {c1, c2, c3, 
…, cm} which is the label of feature, then can served 
in something vector feature values. Let x = x1 xx2 xx3 

x … x x n so can say as something room 
multidimensional from feature Formation fuzzy 
rules can follow every existing value _ the feature 
value vector containing can value 0 or 1. So that can 
write as following: 

 

 
Rule this can recognized a lot with the letter R, 

and j is amount fuzzy rules that are formed. A ij is the 
resulting fuzzy term from value of s 1 x 1 . Value in 

s k can state existence feature or no with value 0 or 1 
[15] . 

 
In part layer normalization, is count weights on 

each normalized node. Formulation this can written 
as following: 

(3) 

  (4) 

 
Wm is fire rules _ with the input features 

presented, while w   is the average value of the 
weights obtained from Wm. 

 
Determine defuzzification from results inference 

fuzzy rule, then next determine which rules to be _ 
suitable from results calculation feature vectors. 
After getting score from nodes before, then the 
process continues for find algorithm proper 
defuzzification. Result from the defuzzification 
process this so will form every instance be in class 
which label. 

 
Determine the evaluator, each machine learning 

that has been arranged, then must made method 
evaluation for see how much accurate machine 
proposed learning _ for problem heterogeneous 
data. In a paper that has done , at [3][8][10][17][44] 
not yet showing how method for evaluate machine 
learning with fuzzy and NN . The part will be 
proposal alone to get a suitable evaluator with 
machine learning used. 

 

5. RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES 
 

Research that has been performed by various 
researcher has given description about classification 
with use various method hybrid [7][10][22][25]–
[35] . Opportunity for get study renewable can 
reviewed from research that has been done. When 
judging by back to research before , then a number 
of possibility study update on issues classification 
for heterogeneous data still can conducted [1] . 
Merger method fuzzy and neural network give 
description still existence opportunity to purposeful 
research gets more hybrid models accurate. 
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In table III it is shown step every algorithm on 

research about the PDA process heterogeneous data. 
There is a process similarity in formation structure 
in layer shape. Displayed column is a process that is 
carried out with collaboration Among fuzzy and 
neural networks. Several studies have seen how to 
get a solution in his research. As the essence of table 
III, that if the data used already in feature vector so 
no preprocessing is done. But on the contrary if the 
dataset contains gathering text so will preprocessing 
for _ get something feature vector. The process will 
work directly using techniques from each stage of 
fuzzy and neural network. Referring to every 
research, novelty offered repair or add something 
algorithm new to use complete flaws in existing 
algorithms there is. 

 
Determination object scoring with 

heterogeneous data using neural network and fuzzy, 
has get score small error l, for _ MLP the error only 
3.6% in class 1, 0.4% for class 2, and 0.4% for class 
general. This thing already proves that very reliable 
neuro-fuzzy for complete problem classification. 

 
Opportunity research that can be taken from 

research that has been conducted that is about what 
just must do task done until get suitable result with 
destination research. A number of the opportunity 
for according to table III for get novelty is as 
following: 1) determine algorithm normalization and 
text processing as Step beginning from the input 
layer [5], 2) function formation variable linguistics 
for every case allow existence opportunity study for 
linguistic processes [15] ; 3 ) Algorithm membership 
function that can adapt of the dataset used can as 
opportunity study [29][37] ; 4 ) Opportunity study 
for find method shaper rule fuzzy as meisn inference 
from something neural network [30] [27] ; 5) 
Process structure of every task performed , both on 
fuzzy and neural networks can Becomes opportunity 
in study  [12] [18] [24][39]–[41] ; 6 ) ; performance 
like efficiency room for processing  management 
memory), complexity (process time), and validation 
architecture (accuracy, precision, recall, f-measure, 
specification, True prediction, False Prediction ) 
[47] . 

 
Things that already disclosed in opportunity 

research that can done, then for focus on 
manufacture machine classification with method 
hybrid, several work that can conducted for find 
opportunity study special talk about hybrid engine. 
First, a rs i texture NN and Fuzzy, fuzzy process 

Becomes one unity with NN. Every node that is 
formed will represent a fuzzy process. NN they will 
share above: a) first layer is the input node consisting 
of from matrix vector results feature extraction 
documents, images, and signals; b) second layer is 
operationalization linguistics k variable. Worked on 
this node only there is three nodes namely: no 
linguistic for linguistics variable e-documents, node 
linguistics for variable linguistics images, node 
linguistics for linguistics variable signal; c) third 
layer is membership function with score linguistics 
from every variable linguistics. Every score 
linguistics will translated Becomes number of nodes; 
d) fourth layer is every node will Becomes machine 
inference containing rule base. Node this will 
receive input from the third layer. Then will conduct 
inference for get appropriate rule base; e) fifth layer 
is the defuzzification process, which accepts input 
from the 4th layer. The defuzzification process 
conducted with proper technique is center of gravity 
y (COG) or technique other; f) last process is for 
classification with function activation specified. 
Second, an architecture NN and Fuzzy conducted by 
sequential. How to do it is as following: a) process 
NN conducted more formerly until get output, Fuzzy 
process done after get output value of NN, as the 
activation process function from NN, b) own fuzzy 
process follow algorithm of the fuzzy process, which 
can be written as following: Determine score form 
that obtain from calculation NN, determine 
linguistics variable for handle score assertive as 
input value, specify degree membership function, 
with linguistics value already obtained from every 
linguistics variable, creates rule if-then, from results 
linguistics existing values for look for 
connectedness, do inference to firing rules with if-
then rule , get use technique Sugeno, Mamdani, 
Takagi Sugeno Kang (TSK) , or other , get results 
inference, get score assertive return with 
defuzzification, c) classification obtained from 
results defuzzification. 

 
Table 3 by the end of the paper. 

 
The combination of architecture fuzzy and neural 

network has produced significant accuracy to 
problem faced. However, there is still results 
accuracy yet significant, if involve processing text. 
Thereby the algorithm already discovered by various 
studies still can repaired or reconstructed so that 
could produce high accuracy. When propped up with 
research by Lidong Wang [1] , then combination 
techniques and completion targets heterogenous still 
allow conducted research . This thing is based on 
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results studies that include heterogeneous data for _ 
problem classification. more again on paper [1] , 
already give opportunity study in field 
heterogeneous related data with heterogenous 
syntax, heterogenous semantic, heterogeneous 
terminology, and heterogenous semiotics. 

 
Confirm return from opportunity research that 

has been collected, with thereby can concluded steps 
processing for something machine hybrid 
classification. Steps this arranged based on every 
solution the problem you want solved and can 
Becomes novelty in hybrid method. Every defined 
machine  so tasks in study for machine classification 
, among others: a) trial test hybrid, pair technique 
Fuzzy and NN ; b) m making variable linguistics 
from matrix obtained vector; c) determination 
membership function , many chart function like 
trapezoid , triangle , bell , and S curves ; d) determine 
weight for each NN node; e) determine function for 
each node on each NN layer; f) determine function 
summarization for output node on NN; g) determine 
function Activation for output nodes; h) determine 
class to be generated by the hybrid model Fuzzy and 
NN. Besides talks about hybrid engine, then need 
existence i identify the dataset used related 
heterogenous data, identification imbalance class 
and method completion, identification solution for 
normalization of data and features to be used as 
variable linguistics on fuzzification, determination 
matching graphics for determination membership 
function degree, identify amount neurons with 
limitation feature selection for hidden layer , identify 
defuzzification for the value of the data obtained , 
make algorithm for function activation , and make 
plot evaluation for model accuracy. 

 
On identification function data normalization is 

to do normalization of existing data in the dataset. 
Normalization this conducted to data value in the 
form of text. So that every dataset is already in form 
multidimensional. this step for find feature choices 
presented _ in form data dimensions [9][10][22][42] 
. Destination from feature extraction and feature 
selection is for get really feature _ relevant and not 
redundant. From other to get data normalization via 
feature extraction and feature selection are use 
algorithm genetics , hill climbing , and simulated 
annealing [1] . 

 
6. CONCLUSION 
 

Based on exposure about possibility opportunity 
research, then can concluded that study for 

classification with method hybrid still open. Things 
that have been served about opportunity study has 
shown still existence gap that is collaboration 
machine with various algorithm processing text still 
not yet defined with right. So, the hybrid process 
used sometimes does not involve processing text and 
the NN algorithm. With thereby opportunity study 
for this hybrid method can give opportunity with : 1) 
determine algorithm normalization and text 
processing as Step beginning from the input layer, 2) 
function formation variable linguistics for every case 
allow existence opportunity study for the linguistic 
process, 2) Algorithm membership function that can 
adapt of the dataset used can as opportunity research 
, 3) Opportunity study for find method shaper rule 
fuzzy as machine inference from something neural 
network, 4) Process structure of every task 
performed , both on fuzzy and neural networks can 
Becomes opportunity in research , 5) ; performance 
_ like efficiency room for processing ( management 
memory ), complexity ( process time ), and 
validation architecture ( accuracy , precision , recall, 
f-measure, specification, True prediction, False 
Prediction ). 

 
Linkages with machine the classification to be 

defined, then still can determine: first, NN and 
Fuzzy architecture, the fuzzy process becomes one 
unity with NN. Every node that is formed will 
represent a fuzzy process. the NN will shared above: 
a) first layer is the input node; b) second layer is 
operationalization of linguistic variable; c) third 
layer is a membership function with linguistic value 
of every linguistic variable; d) fourth layer is each 
node will Becomes machine inference containing the 
rule base; e) fifth layer is the defuzzification process, 
which receives input from the 4th layer; f) last 
process is to do classification with function specified 
activation as well. Second, NN and Fuzzy 
architecture are carried out sequentially. How to do 
it is as the following: a) the NN process is carried out 
more formerly until get the output, fuzzy process is 
done after getting the output value of NN, as the 
activation process function from NN, b) fuzzy 
process itself follow algorithm of the fuzzy process. 
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Table 2: Hybrid Algorithm On Heterogenous Data. 

Author Dataset 
Pre-

processin
g 

Method μ 
Fuzzy 
Rules 

Def
uzz 

NN 
Evaluat

or 
Advanta

ges 
Opportunity 

Azhari , 
M., & 
Jaya 

Kumar, 
Y. 

(2017) 
[9] 

DUC 
2000 

Feature 
Extractio

n 
ANFIS 

Gaussia
n MF 

FIS CoG 

LSE, 
Back-

propagatio
n 

Recall 
Oriente

d 
Unders

tudy 
for 

Gisting 
Evaluat

ion 
(ROU
GE) 

Have 
High 

precisio
n and 
recall 

Tuning 
variable in 

membership 
function is 
necessary 
upgraded 

Belaout , 
A., Krim 

, F., 
Mellit, 

A., Talbi 
, B., & 

Arabi, A. 
(2018) 

[21] 

5790 IV 
curves 

feature 
space 

dimensio
nality 

reduction 
technique

s 

Multicl
ass 

Adaptiv
e 

Neuro-
Fuzzy 

Classifi
er (MC-

NFC 

Trapezo
i -dal 

Sugen
o FIS 

CoG 

LSE, 
Back-

propagatio
n 

RMS, 
R2 

Have 
accuracy 

tall 

Need 
existence 

combinatio
n class error 

for more 
test 

accuracy 

Bilski , 
A. 

(2011) 
[26] 

Multi-
documen

t 

vector 
space 
model 

Artifici
al 

Neural 
Networ

ks 
(ANN) 

Trapezo
i -dal 

Sugen
o FIS 

CoG 
Back-

propagatio
n 

RMSE 

reduce 
amount 
dimensi
on and 

increase 
quality 
classific

ation 

Not 
showing yet 
combinatio
n combined 
with fuzzy 

Brumanc
ia , E., 
Justin 

Samuel, 
S., 

Gladence 
, LM, & 
Rathan, 

K. 
(2019) 
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MADEL
OON 

Dempster
– 

Shafer 
ANFIS 

Trapezo
i -dal 

Sugen
o FIS 

CoG 

LSE, 
Back-

propagatio
n 

RMSE 

Succeed 
get 

fusion 
info 
from 

Trial _ to 
hybrid 

models still 
is partial in 

each 
method 

Caliskan 
, A., & 

Yuksel , 
ME 

(2017) 
[27] 

coronary 
artery 

disease 
(CAD 

Feature 
Extractio

n 

deep 
neural 

network 
(DNN) 

Trapezo
i -dal 

Sugen
o FIS 

CoG 
Broyden –
Fletcher–
Goldfarb– 

Shanno 

Accura
cy 

Accurac
y tall for 

four 
languag

es 
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